Title: RATCHETING FIXATION PLATE

Abstract: Devices and methods for spinal fixation employ at least first and second plates that are configured to allow progressive sliding advancement of the plate members toward one another and limit movement of the plate members away from one another after installation. A spring member associated with one bone plate may engage toothed section(s) on the other bone plate. The bone plates may each have arms that are spaced from one another and engaged by corresponding arms on the other bone plate. There may be more than two bone plates, with multiple restricted movement regions.
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1. ☐ As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this International Search Report covers all searchable claims.
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### Remark on Protest
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This International Searching Authority found multiple (groups of) inventions in this international application, as follows:

1. claims: 1-7, 10, 13, 14, 15
   A bone plate device comprising a spring directed to a visualization port for visualization.

2. claims: 8, 9, 16
   A bone plate device directed to a spring member for retaining a fastener against backing out.

3. claims: 11-12, 17
   A bone plate device directed to a third member for connecting a plurality of bone segments.

4. claims: 18-34
   A bone plate device directed to arms forming a locking mechanism for allowing progressive sliding advancement.
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